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Dietary cholesterol, plasma cholesterol
and coronary heart disease

Michael Oliver'

Many who study cardiovascular epidemiology, nutri-
tion, or cardiology have neither the will, the wish, nor Saturated
the time to examine the fabric of the case for or fat Coronary
against causal relationships. Opinions are set and heart
deaf ears are turned. The polarization of views in Unsaturated fats disease
the United States, for example, goes so far as to Cholesterol
result in major court actions, alienation between Diet Heart
doctors, disagreements within families, excessive
advertising, and missionary zeal. Sometimes the FIG. 1 A superficial view.
advocates of a significant relation between, for Brock, 1955), and studies of immigrants from poor
example, dietary fat and coronary heart disease to rich areas, where they were abruptly exposed to a
speak so loudly and so often that they endanger higher standard of living than they had had pre-
their own good case by appearing to be uncritical viously (Toor et al., 1957; Larsen, 1957).
and to overlook inconvenient facts. Exactly the same Most of the evidence has been derived from con-
is true of those who choose to disregard the links trasts between comparatively primitive and rich
between dietary fat and coronary heart disease.
I shall try to take the heat out of certain arguments comunities, and there is no convincing evidence
byreappraisingsomeofthefacts,thoughanyonethat there is a significant correlation between the

by reappraising some of the facts, though anyone inaeodetrstutdftwthmtltyrm
with the temerity to write on this subject is likely, oron aryheartadisease withso-alle ydveop
at best, to be labelled injudicious. I shall focus on commnitieswheretfatsalreadyhcomprisesdmoreethan
the relation between dietary cholesterol and coro-

comniis whr fa.ledopie oeta

taryheareltdionsbetweenButfidietarychostel a
t

c - about 35 per cent of total calories. Moreover, it is not
mnaryheabrt isease. solely dietary saturated fat that is important: some
mentionedbriefly, have shown that the association is statistically

Dietary fat stronger when animal protein is considered (Yeru-ietary fat shalmy and Hilleboe, 1957) and when dietary sucrose
Some people equate the total amount of fat in the is taken into account (Yudkin, 1957). These com-
diet directly with mortality from coronary heart men sho not nterrtd as Tion for
disease. Others consider that there is a definite, ments should not bes terpreted asapprobation for

proved relation either between the saturated fat tte doubt thatui t in severa imprt
content or amount of cholesterol in the diet and a contributory influences on ortal and rasu
risk of developing coronary heart disease (Fig. 1). trgum entet ontert COM ReportSeveral~~~~~ ~~~epdmooiatdisidct oi the arguments set out in the recent COMA ReportSevralepiemilogcalstuiesindcat a osi (1974) for a reduction of dietary saturated fat are
tive correlation between the intake of saturated fat surely forret
with the incidence of coronary heart disease. The surely correct.

most notable of these are the Seven Countries Dietary cholesterol
Study (Keys, 1970), the multiracial community The evidence incriminating dietary cholesterol as
survey in Cape Town (Bronte Stewart, Keys, and a cause of coronary heart disease in developed
'Address: Department of Cardiology, The Royal Infirmary, countries is virtually non-existent. Keys (1970)
Edinburgh. failed to show a significant relation from less well-
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developed to affluent countries for this dietary pool (Samuel and Lieberman, 1973). The plasma
constituent. level of cholesterol is determined by a) the amounts

Diets that are high in saturated fat are generally synthesized in the body, b) the rate of catabolism
speaking, high in cholesterol. The ordinary mixed and excretion in the bile, c) the equilibration be-
diet in the UK contains only between 10-5 and tween plasma and tissues, and d) by the amount
15'5 mmol (400 and 600 mg) cholesterol daily and absorbed from the diet (Fig. 2). These are placed
the chief source is the egg, which contains 230 mg in order of probable importance.
cholesterol. Other common sources are milk, liver, Cholesterol synthesis and the enterohepati c
shellfish, and meat. About 40 to 60 per cent of the circulation of bile acids form a vital homeostatic
cholesterol present in the food is absorbed, so that mechanism which influences critically the size of
in very approximate terms 6 mmol (250 mg) the cholesterol pool in the plasma as well as in the
cholesterol enters the total body pool from dietary body. Bile acids are excreted into the duodenum,
sources each day. Dietary cholesterol of this order modified either by deconjugation or by other
has no measurable effect on plasma cholesterol. chemical changes through the action of bacteria,
Extremes of cholesterol intake excess (Connell, and some are reabsorbed unchanged in the ileum
1959) or none (Kempner, 1948)-do alter plasma and returned in the blood to the liver. The rate of
levels but even these may have only a transient bile acid formation increases if the return to the
effect before a new homeostatic balance (see below) liver is decreased and vice versa. This homeostatic
is achieved. With higher intakes the percentage of nature of the enterohepatic circulation is very im-
absorption falls and so a daily intake of about portant in adjusting the body's reaction to varia-
78 mmol (3 g) can lead to the acquisition of no tions in exogenous cholesterol intake and quite
more than 26 mmol (1 g) per day. Probably the probably acts in a 'protective' role.
amount of cholesterol absorbed is affected by other If these considerations are not enough to cause
constituents in the diet, particularly dietary fibre, confusion in the interpretation of plasma cholesterol
by the form in which cholesterol is presented, and concentrations they are compounded by the fact that
perhaps by genetic influences on absorption. cholesterol is carried by a number of different

Dietary cholesterol is a contributant to plasma lipoprotein fractions (World Health Organization,
cholesterol, though not a major one, and that is 1970). The availability and structure of various low
about all that can be said about its relation to density lipoproteins (Scanu, 1973)-and of the
coronary heart disease. apoprotein associated with the binding of choles-

terol-also determine the amount of cholesterol
Plasma cholesterol carried in the plasma, the duration of its transport,

The cholesterol circulating in the plasma represents and its availability for catabolism or transfer to
about 10 per cent of the total body pool of choles- tissue; and the presence of high density lipopro-
terol. There are only very weak correlations be- teins may be important in relation to removal of
tween total exchangeable body cholesterol and cholesterol from tissue (Miller and Miller, 1975).
plasma cholesterol (Goodman and Noble, 1968). Genetic factors also influence plasma cholesterol
There are probably two large pools of tissue concentrations. Plasma cholesterol levels show
cholesterol with very low turnover rates which are greater concordance in monozygotic twins com-
independent of the rapidly exchangeable plasma pared with dizygotic twins (Pikkarainen, Takkunen,

Other factors
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FIG. 2 Illustration of some other factors which should be taken into account when relating dietary cholesterol
to coronary heart disease.
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and Kulonen, 1966). The inheritance of plasma pendent on the availability of high density lipo-
cholesterol concentrations is greater from mother proteins. Thus the plasma concentration of this
to child than from father to child and all first degree lipoprotein may be critically important in deter-
relationships show far greater similarity in plasma mining the amount of cholesterol that can be re-
cholesterol than that between husband and wife moved from the arterial wall and ultimately
(Schaefer, Adlersberg, and Steinberg, 1958). excreted into bile acids.
The brief account-illustrated partly in Fig. 2- It is surprising the extent to which other factors

of the controlling influences of plasma cholesterol important in the genesis of coronary atherosclerosis
should emphasize the extreme weakness of relating are still ignored. The effects of increased intra-
dietary cholesterol to any pathological process, let vascular pressure are well established, particularly
alone the clinical features such as coronary heart experimentally, and in general the greater the in-
disease that are one stage removed from that pro- crease the greater the deposition of cholesterol in
cess. The naivete of placing much clinical and the arterial wall (Smith and Slater, 1972). The role
prognostic significance on particular levels of of fibrin-platelet thrombus formation is undoubtedly
plasma cholesterol-unless very high indeed-in contributory to atherosclerosis, though still re-
relation to the health of a given individual is also quiring clearer definition.
exposed. The most impressive evidence that pronounced

hypercholesterolaemia is associated with an un-
Arterial cholesterol usually high incidence of atherosclerotic vascular

Those who emphasize the importance of plasma disease lies in the high incidence of this disease, and
cholesterol levels in man do so almost entirely on at a premature age, in individuals with the single
the positive epidemiological correlation with the gene-determined familial hypercholesterolaemia.
incidence of coronary heart disease. The use of a The premature onset of coronary heart disease in
derived end-point-namely, coronary heart disease those thought to be homozygous for this abnor-
or other ischaemic manifestations-and not athero- mality supports the view that disturbed cholesterol
sclerosis itself leads to confusion. It may be true metabolism on a genetic basis plays a significant
that a moderate rise in plasma cholesterol levels in role. But there are plenty of reported cases of in-
the region of 150 to 250 mg/100 ml, which occurs dividuals heterozygous for familial hypercho-
in most people in developed countries, is contri- lesterolaemia surviving into middle or even late
butory to the almost universal presence of coronary age, with a distinct rise in plasma cholesterol levels.
atherosclerosis in middle-aged men in these Obviously there are other contributory factors
countries, but there is no good evidence that such important in determining the onset of coronary
a rise by itself causes the clinical manifestations of heart disease in these people but the contribution of
angina, myocardial infarction, or sudden cardiac familial hypercholesterolaemia to the total in-
death. cidence of coronary heart disease is probably small.
The metabolism of the arterial wall (see Schettler From the number of coronary deaths in the general

and Weizel, 1974) is the critical intermediary. We population and the frequency with which hetero-
do not know the quantitative relation between zygotes for familial type IIA might occur, it has
plasma and arterial cholesterol, and the process of been calculated that the coronary death rate for
cholesterol accumulation in the arterial wall is men under 55 years attributable to the familial type
complex and not just dependent on concentration II disorder is only 1:400-a surprisingly small
gradients. Low density lipoproteins pass directly contribution to the vast population problem (Slack,
into the aortic intima (Smith and Slater, 1973) and 1972).
many factors influence their deposition (Walton, Additional evidence often adduced to support the
1975). But the proportion of cholesterol-rich low- relation between high plasma cholesterol levels and
density lipoproteins in the plasma is only one side atherosclerosis is that a rise in plasma cholesterol
of the equation determining the extent of cholesterol levels in animals may lead to arterial lesions, parti-
deposition. Some will be catabolized and some will cularly aortic but also coronary in site. Many of
pass through to the veins and lymphatics of the these lesions are at best termed ccholesterolosis'
adventitia. The arterial wall is probably protected since they often lack, unless very gross, a major
from accumulation of cholesterol by active transport collagen response and also any element of platelet-
systems taking cholesterol out of arteries. For fibrin deposition. Regression studies in several
example, lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase species show that the removal of cholesterol
(LCAT) is responsible for esterification of free previously added to an experimental diet is asso-
cholesterol (Glomset and Norum, 1973) in the ciated with a reduction in their lesions. Recent
arterial wall. The activity of this enzyme is de- studies in monkeys are more impressive (Arm-
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strong, Warner, and Connor, 1970), though again 54 years. Applying these figures to the population
highly artificial diets were used to induce lesions. in the United Kingdom it can be deduced that only
That cholesterol-rich lesions can be induced by 1 in 7 of the coronary deaths occurring at this age is
giving a diet abnormally high in cholesterol, and associated with pronounced hypercholesterolaemia
that these lesions can regress when this diet is re- even though coronary deaths represent about 35
moved, is a fact in itself and should be left as such. per cent of the total number of deaths.
The contribution of dietary cholesterol to the
normal mixed human diet is a fraction of what was Conclusion
given to these animals: the plasma cholesterol levels Dietary cholesterol is not an important cause of
in man are a fraction of the levels produced in these coronary heart disease, and a moderate regular in-
animals: and the conditions do not mimic the ex- take is not harmful.
posure of man to slight rises of plasma cholesterol But the high intake of saturated fat in de-
over many years. As yet the extrapolation of this veloped countries is one of several factors contri-
information to man is unjustified. buting to coronary heart disease and, therefore,

It should be clear by now that we are getting represents a health hazard. It is good sense, there-
further and further away from any direct relation fore, for healthy individuals to reduce the total
between dietary cholesterol and coronary heart amount of saturated fat and also the total calorie
disease. Not only does the plasma have its own intake, which is often excessive.
intrinsic controlling mechanisms which determine
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